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Abstract

Discrete Gate Sizing and Threshold Voltage Assignment to

Optimize Power under Performance Constraints

Jagmohan Singh, M.S.E.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: David Z. Pan

In today’s world, it is becoming increasingly important to be able to design high

performance integrated circuits (ICs) and have them run at as low power as possible. Gate

sizing and threshold voltage (Vt) assignment optimizations are one of the major contributors

to such trade-offs for power and performance of ICs. In fact, the ever increasing design sizes

and more aggressive timing requirements make gate sizing and Vt assignment one of the

most important CAD problems in physical synthesis. A promising gate sizing optimization

algorithm has to satisfy requirements like being scalable to tackle very large design sizes,

being able to optimally utilize a large (but finite) number of possible gate configurations

available in standard cell library based on different gate sizes and/or threshold voltages
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(Vt) and/or gate lengths (Lg), and also, being able to handle non-convex cell delays in

modern cell libraries.

The work in this thesis makes use of the research-oriented infrastructure made

available as part of the ISPD (International Symposium on Physical Design) 2012 Gate

Sizing Contest that addresses the issues encountered in modern gate sizing problems. We

present a two-phase optimization approach where Lagrangian Relaxation is used to

formulate the optimization problem. In the first phase, the Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem is iteratively solved using a greedy algorithm, while in the second phase, a

cell downsizing and Vt upscaling heuristic is employed to further recover power from the

timing-feasible and power-optimized sizing solution obtained at the end of first phase. We

also propose a multi-core implementation of the first-phase optimizations, which

constitute majority of the total runtime, to take advantage of multi-core processors

available today. A speedup of the order of 4 to 9 times is seen on different benchmarks as

compared to serial implementation when run on a 2 socket 6-core machine. Compared to

the winner of ISPD 2012 contest, we further reduce leakage power by 17.21% and runtime

by 87.92%, on average, while obtaining feasible sizing solutions on all the benchmark

designs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The importance of designing high performance circuits at low power can be realized in the

present-day world with the growing popularity of mobile computing devices, which have

to perform increasingly computation-intensive tasks and still have long battery life. The

power consumption of high performance microprocessors is also becoming important due to

increasing energy costs of server farms, battery-life considerations of notebook computers,

and environmental concerns [25]. This thesis discusses library based discrete gate sizing

and threshold voltage assignment in order to minimize design leakage power while meeting

timing constraints.

In existing literature, the gate sizing problem has been extensively studied and

different techniques have been introduced to solve it. However, in modern designs there are

many challenges not addressed in many of the existing published techniques. Some of the

techniques make assumption of continuous gate sizing and threshold voltage assignment,

and convexity of delay functions, which are not prevalent in modern technologies and

libraries (for example, in [3] [30] [31] [39]). At the same time, some do not account for the

rounding error when using discrete gate choices, or neglect maximum load constraints for

library cells and maximum slew constraints.

As also highlighted in [25], following are the key challenges in modern designs that
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should be addressed during gate sizing optimizations:

• Discrete nature of the problem: Continuous gate sizing techniques assume the

continuous nature of cell sizes, and model the delay-power curve to be convex. On

the other hand, the cell libraries have a finite number of cell sizes, and limited

number of threshold voltage variants available. For different value of each

technology parameter like threshold voltage and gate length, a cell library typically

has different possible sizes. Thus, there will be a different power-performance

trade-off curve for each available value of technology parameter. In order to use

conventional continuous optimization techniques, there is a need to define

continuous models for the different values of technology parameter, and then finally

at the end of continuous optimization, the continuous sizes will have to be snapped

to discrete sizes which may lead to an infeasible solution. Thus, with the discrete

values of technology parameters, the problem is more of a discrete cell type

selection problem among the available choices, rather than the conventional gate

sizing problem.

• Delay models for cells: For the modern semi-custom design approach, the delays of

library cells are pre-characterized and represented as a look-up table e.g. Synopsys

Liberty format ([37] and [38]). Given all the cells in the library differing by not only

the sizes, but also in terms of technology parameters such as gate length, threshold

voltage due to different channel doping, etc., it is not trivial to just represent the

delay for all the available cell types as a simple closed form expression of the driver

resistance and/or load etc. The actual library data for delay and power values is not

a convex function of the size of cell, for example, due to transistor folding for layout

of cells of higher drive strengths [4]. To highlight this, an example borrowed from

[25] is presented below in Figure 1.1. Here, the cell delay is shown for two different

cell types (different technology parameters) of a 32nm library. The cell delay is

normalized and plotted as a function of normalized size and output load. The ratio
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of output load to size is kept constant, i.e. the size and output load are changed such

that output load
size = constant. In such a situation, a simple delay model would predict

constant delay when cell size and the output load are both changed by same amount.

This is contrary to what is depicted by the figure in the actual case.

Figure 1.1: Cell delay plotted with respect to cell size and output load for two cell
types from a 32nm library.

• Slew effects: In the lookup tables provided in the libraries for cell delays, the cell delay

is a function of input slew rate as well as the output load. Thus, the optimization

algorithm needs to take into account the impact of slew changes on a net to the delay

on all the cells being driven by that net. This means that change of slew rate on the

input pin of a cell can also impact timing of other cells that have one of their pins

driven by the net on that input pin. Thus, to be realistic, the sizing methodology

should not make any assumptions on ignoring the slew effects.

• Large design sizes: The gate sizing optimization algorithm needs to scale well to

handle sizes of hundreds of thousands of gates, which are typically encountered in
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modern designs.

To take into account all the realistic needs of a modern gate sizing problem, Intel

researchers have recently published a set of benchmarks [26] that consist of designs of

various sizes mapped onto a modern discrete cell library. The main characteristics of these

benchmarks are:

• The delay model is a look-up table (function of input slew and output load)

• Delay of cells in the library is not a convex function of cell size

• Interconnect is modeled as a lumped capacitance

• Maximum load constraints and maximum slew constraints are specified in cell library

• Maximum delay timing constraints are specified for each design

The highlights of the gate sizing optimization flow described in this thesis are

specified below.

• The gate sizing optimization problem is formulated using Lagrangian Relaxation

and the Lagrangian relaxed subproblem is solved iteratively using a greedy

algorithm, where the cells are processed in topological order and a cost function is

used for selecting best cell type for a cell. The cost function is a trade off between

power and delay, and the relative importance of power and delay is based on a

factor depending both on the worst timing slack of design and the current cell

timing slack. We also propose taking into account the impact on critical peer cells

and fanout cells while determining the best cell type for a cell, without letting the

algorithm have dependence on maximum fanout in the design for its worst case

runtime complexity. The algorithm initializes the design into a minimum leakage

configuration that satisfies the maximum load constraints, and then no maximum

load violations are tolerated as the optimization flow progresses. For this initial
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optimization phase, a multi-core implementation is also proposed that processes the

cells at a given level in the topological ordering in a concurrent manner, thus

enabling significant speedup over the serial implementation.

• The above initial optimization obtains a feasible solution that is significantly

optimized for leakage power. However, there are still some cells in the design that

have residual positive slack available that can be traded off for further power

savings. In the second phase of optimization flow, this is accomplished using a

heuristic that downscales the cell sizes or upscales threshold voltages depending on

the available timing slack of cell. The cells are processed in an increasing sorted

order using a metric that depends on the number of timing paths through a cell and

the maximum Lagrange multiplier of the timing arcs of that cell. For the cell, best

cell type is selected using a sensitivity function depending on trade off of power

improvement versus timing slack degradation. While selecting cell types, no new

timing violation is introduced in the design and the optimization flow stops when

no further improvement in leakage power is observed.

• Experimental results on the ISPD (International Symposium on Physical Design)

2012 contest benchmarks indicate improvement in leakage power as compared to the

contest winner on 13 out of 14 benchmarks by up to 60.85% while still obtaining

feasible sizing solutions on all the benchmarks. The average improvement in leakage

power is observed to be 17.21%. Thanks to the speedup achieved through multi-core

implementation, a significant runtime improvement of around 88% on average is seen

as compared to the contest winner.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 formally describes the

problem with the optimization objectives and constraints. Chapter 3 gives a review of

prior work done for this problem. In Chapter 4, we present our gate sizing optimization

algorithm. Experimental results are then presented in Chapter 5, and finally Chapter 6
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concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Problem Statement

Consider a design D that has a set of cells C, a set of pins P over all these cells in the set

C, and a set of nets N defining connections among pins in the set P . Also, a library L is

defined that contains for each cell c ∈ C, a set of cells Lc, where Lc has available types

of cells of the footprint represented by c differing in either the size of cell or technology

parameters like threshold voltage.

With the timing constraints defined on design D, the timing slack on a pin p ∈ P

is defined as

timing slack(p) = RAT (p)−AAT (p) (2.1)

where RAT (p) is the required arrival time on pin p, and AAT (p) is the actual arrival time

on pin p. This timing slack is computed by static timing analysis. Let WS be the worst

timing slack defined by

WS = min
p∈P

timing slack(p) (2.2)

A negative value of WS would mean a design with timing violations. Let leakage power of

a cell c ∈ C be denoted by leakage power(c).

With the above definitions, the problem can be stated as: Given a design D with

the
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1. timing constraints

2. maximum capacitance constraints

3. maximum slew constraints

find an assignment of cell type s ∈ Lc for each c ∈ C such that the total leakage power

defined by ∑
c∈C

leakage power(c) (2.3)

is minimized subject to satisfying the above constraints.

The timing constraints are typically specified in a Synopsys Design Constraints

(SDC) file and are of the type: clock definitions, input/output delays, driving cell

definitions for input ports of design, output load capacitance definitions for output ports

of design, etc. [38]. The library of cells is typically in the format of Synopsys Liberty

(also called .lib) [37]. Maximum capacitance constraint is defined in the .lib file for each

available cell type as the maximum load that can be driven by the output pin of a cell

type. Similarly, maximum slew constraint is defined in the .lib file as the maximum

transition allowed on any pin during the static timing analysis. For cell types in the .lib

file, the delay and slew values are defined using look-up tables, where the values in a

look-up table are function of input slew (at an input pin) and output load (at output

pin). A look-up table exists for each timing arc defined from an input pin (rising/falling)

to an output pin (rising/falling), and for both propagation delay and output pin

transition (slew). For the delay and slew calculation for a timing arc of a cell type, if the

input slew and/or output load value does not match any of the indices in the look-up

table, a linear interpolation is done to get the required value [37] [26].
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Chapter 3

Prior Work

Although there has been some recent published work on discrete gate sizing, most of the

prior work on gate sizing discusses about continuous gate sizing where the gate sizes and

technology parameters can take continuous values in some range. An early work on

analytical techniques for driver sizing without wiring consideration is reported in [20]. [6]

formulates gate sizing as a weighted delay formulation and minimizes the weighted delay

using a local refinement based technique to find the optimal solution under convexity

assumption of delay model. In [3], the local refinement technique is extended into

Lagrangian Relaxation and Lagrange multipliers are used to solve the constrained

problem. Another Lagrangian Relaxation method is in [39]. Mathematical programming

formulations are used in [8] and [31]. Specifically, [8] uses a sensitivity computation while

[31] solves the convex optimization problem exactly using an interior point method. A

linear programming based approach is proposed in [1] and [15]. In [41], a greedy

sensitivity-driven heuristic is used to assign high threshold voltage levels to cells in order

to trade off available timing slack on non-critical cells for leakage power reduction. The

authors of [32] propose a linear programming based optimization where a large proportion

of gates are already assigned to discrete threshold voltage assignments and the remaining

gates are snapped to discrete values using heuristics. A continuous optimization is
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performed in [5] using Lagrangian Relaxation, and then the results are rounded to obtain

discrete solutions. Several other methodologies like, a network flow based sizing

algorithm [28], and slew budgeting method [10] have been published. In [43], a parallel

and randomized algorithm is proposed for continuous gate sizing and dual threshold

voltage assignment. In [16], [29], [30] and [40], the cell delay data is fit using convex

functions and then optimal sizing algorithms based on convex programming techniques

are used. However, the data fitting can cause inaccuracy in delay and power modeling. In

[22], the authors consider gate sizing and multiple Vt assignment in conjunction with

placement for total power minimization. The algorithm uses iterations of placement and

cell sizing to improve slack vs power trade off so that power reduction during a

subsequent Vt assignment phase can be maximized. However, the cell delay data is not

used directly from library look-up tables, and is modeled analytically into equations.

As highlighted above, in some publications, the discrete solutions are obtained by

rounding the gate sizes obtained by continuous solution to the nearest discrete sizes.

However, this may not give a good discrete solution as the choices for cell types may be

limited in a sparse library. In [13], it is observed that the nearest rounding strategy can

lead to timing violations of several nanoseconds in a benchmark circuit in 130nm

technology. In addition, as also highlighted in [21], since the cell delay data is specified as

look-up tables in most modern libraries, modeling this data using data fitting ([16] and

[29]) in order to apply continuous optimization techniques may lead to inaccuracies.

Contrary to the continuous sizing algorithms, discrete sizing techniques use a

combinatorial optimization approach. The discrete gate sizing problem has been proven

to be NP-hard [24]. Main published techniques for discrete gate sizing are based on

exhaustive search with backtracking [2], branch and bound [27], dynamic programming

[13] [21] [25], and sensitivity-based techniques [12] [42] [35]. The sensitivity based

methods for discrete sizing are generally iterative, and modify one gate at a time [12]. In

such methods, multi-directional search [7] or multiple starts are performed [12] to
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efficiently traverse a large space and avoid local minima. A randomized search method

for discrete gate sizing is used in [7]. [2] uses backtracking techniques for library based

sizing. In [13], the authors propose a continuous solution guided dynamic programming

algorithm to solve the discrete gate sizing problem. A conventional dynamic

programming based efficient algorithm is presented in [21] which uses iterative relaxation

and refinement procedures to take care of the fanout reconvergence problem encountered

while using dynamic programming for gate sizing. Although the method seems to work

efficiently for the reported benchmarks, the authors do not take into account the effects

of slew at cell inputs. With this, the solutions during dynamic programming need to be

characterized in three dimensions, and this explodes the inefficiency of the algorithm as

the intermediate solution pruning ratio is severely reduced. In [34], a leakage optimization

method using threshold voltage selection is formulated based on linear programming

approach under the piecewise linear approximation of delay/leakage versus threshold

curves. [36] has a similar optimization objective, but performs a continuous optimization

and then the results are rounded to obtain discrete solutions. In [17], a combinatorial

algorithm is presented for transistor sizing and threshold voltage assignment that uses

enumeration and pruning techniques. In the work of [23], the authors use a linear

programming based approach to assign slack to gates based on the sensitivity of

power-delay curve, and then select the cell type by doing a local search to trade off the

allocated slack. Similar approaches are discussed in [4], where, in addition to sizing and

threshold voltage assignment, the authors also consider multiple supply voltages to

reduce power. In [33], another sensitivity driven approach is proposed that uses leakage

and delay sensitivities to optimally trade-off standby power and performance.

Most of the issues encountered in the modern discrete gate sizing problems are

incorporated in the recent works published by [25] (based on Lagrangian Relaxation graph

based approach), [12] (stochastic combinatorial optimization using sensitivity based meta-

heuristics) and [18]. In [18], Lagrangian Relaxation is used to first obtain a minimum clock
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period timing-feasible solution, and then network flow and a power prune heuristic is used

to minimize leakage power of the timing-feasible solution obtained. In [25], a graph based

delay model is proposed and dynamic programming is used to solve the Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem. However, because dynamic programming inherently does not work well with

directed acyclic graphs represented by the circuit due to fanout reconvergence problem,

the authors of [25] decompose the graph into critical trees to perform optimization using

dynamic programming. However, this introduces inaccuracies at multi-fanout nets, and in

a realistic design there can be more than one near-critical cells on a multi-fanout net.
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Chapter 4

Our Gate Sizing Algorithm

This chapter discusses our complete gate sizing algorithm. A high level description of our

algorithm framework is outlined in the pseudocode below in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Gate Sizing

1: procedure Gate Sizing(Netlist, Library, Parasitics, Constraints)
2: Initialize Design(Netlist, Parasitics, Constraints)
3: Initial Sizing(Design, Library) # Fix maximum load violations
4: Static Timing Analysis(Design, Library)
5: Gate Sizing Phase1(Design, Library) # Phase I: Initial Optimization
6: Gate Sizing Phase2(Design, Library) # Phase II: Power Recovery
7: end procedure

Line 2 in the Algorithm 1, first, parses all the inputs, namely, Verilog netlist,

Synopsys Design Constraints (timing constraints), SPEF (parasitics) and Library (.lib),

and then, initializes the design by traversing the graph structure and topologically

ordering all the cells using a Depth First Search. During the topological ordering, the

cells are assigned levels - primary inputs and flip flops are assigned a level of zero.

Following this, an initial sizing is performed on the design which fixes all the maximum

capacitance violations in the design. Then, after running a static timing analysis on the

design, two phases of optimization are subsequently executed. Phase I does the initial
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optimization using a Lagrangian Relaxation based greedy algorithm, and Phase II further

recovers power from the optimized solution obtained from Phase I. Static timing analysis

is also repeatedly invoked during the Phase I and Phase II optimizations. The steps are

discussed in more detail in the following sections.

4.1 Initial Sizing

The initial sizing procedure determines cell types for the cells in order to have the design

initialized with zero maximum capacitance violations. Once an initial design is obtained

with no load violations, all the subsequent optimization steps of the gate sizing algorithm

ensure not to introduce any new load violation, thus avoiding the need to explicitly fix

maximum load violations as the optimization flow progresses.

The maximum load constraint for a cell represents the maximum load capacitance

that the output pin of that cell is allowed to drive. For fixing the maximum load

violations in the design (see pseudocode in Algorithm 2), the cells are traversed in reverse

topological order, that is, starting from the primary outputs. For each cell, first, the total

load capacitance being driven by the output pin is calculated, then a legal minimum

leakage driving cell type is selected for the footprint of that cell and that cell type is

substituted for the cell. To select a legal minimum leakage driving cell type, all the cell

types which have maximum capacitance limit greater than the current output net

capacitance are determined, and then the cell type with minimum leakage is selected. If

there are multiple cell types with same minimum leakage, the one with lower input

capacitance is selected. The procedure is repeated for all cells while traversing them in

the reverse topological order.

It is possible that in one pass of this algorithm, there may still be violations left in

the design. If any maximum load violation is discovered at the end of first pass, a second

pass is executed, where, in line 5 of the pseudocode in Algorithm 2, from all the available

cell types, those having maximum capacitance limit greater than the current output net

14



Algorithm 2 Initial Sizing

1: procedure Initial Sizing(Design, Library)
2: for l← max level, 1 do # l is topological ordering level
3: for each cell in level l do
4: Find total load capacitance for output pin of cell
5: Substitute legal minimum leakage cell type for cell
6: end for
7: end for
8: end procedure

capacitance are determined, and then the cell type with minimum input capacitance is

selected. If there are multiple cell types with same minimum input capacitance, the one

with lower leakage is selected. It is easy to formally prove that if a solution exists for

the design with no maximum load violations, this second pass will be able to fix all of

the maximum load violations present in the design. Suppose, there exists a solution for

no maximum load violations in the design, referred to as an optimal solution from now

on. We will show that our algorithm stays ahead of the optimal solution, or at least as

good as the optimal solution, by induction. The argument is trivially true for the cells in

the maximum topological ordering level. This is because the load seen by the cells in the

maximum topological ordering level is constant, and our algorithm selects cell types that

meet this load requirement and also present minimum possible input capacitance to the

preceding level. Now, consider the situation at any kth level, and assume that the cell types

selected for the kth level satisfy the output load capacitance requirement, and have input

capacitance at most as much as those in the optimal solution. Moving on to level k−1, we

know that the cells at that level have at most as much load capacitance as in the optimal

solution, and as our algorithm will select cell types for this level that present minimum

possible input capacitance while satisfying output load capacitance criterion, we can easily

argue that the input capacitance for the selected cell types will be at most as much as in

the optimal solution. Thus, by induction, the solution returned by our algorithm will be

at least as good as the optimal solution.
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The first pass is likely to result in a lower leakage initial solution, that is why it is

performed before the second pass. In our experimental study on the benchmark designs,

it is determined that single pass of this algorithm is sufficient to fix all the maximum load

violations.

4.2 Static Timing Analysis

We briefly discuss static timing analysis here just to detail the issues taken care of as

part of our implementation. There are many sophisticated commercial timers available,

and we do not explore any further optimization here for static timing analysis. The static

timing analysis procedure in our implementation, first, updates the total capacitance for

all nets (that is, taking into account the lumped capacitance of net, and all the input

pin capacitances that represent load on that net), then propagates the actual arrival time

forward and the required arrival time backward. A general description of static timing

analysis can be seen in [11].

4.2.1 Calculation of Actual Arrival Time

For calculating the arrival time at each pin, first, the arrival time at all the primary input

pins are computed. Since every primary input has a driving cell with a corresponding

driving pin and an input delay as defined in the design constraints file, the arrival time for

a primary input is calculated as:

AAT riseprimary input = input delay + delay risedriving cell(L, fall trans)

− delay risedriving cell(0, fall trans) (4.1)

AAT fallprimary input = input delay + delay falldriving cell(L, rise trans)

− delay falldriving cell(0, rise trans) (4.2)
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In the above equations, AAT riseprimary input and AAT fallprimary input denote rise and

fall actual arrival time respectively at primary input, delay risedriving cell(L, fall trans)

and delay falldriving cell(L, rise trans) denote the driving cell rise delay and fall delay

respectively for output load L and input transition fall trans and rise trans respectively.

Here L represents the total load on the primary input. Also, in these equations, an inverting

timing arc relationship between input pin and output pin of driving cell is assumed.

Similarly, the transition time at primary input is calculated as:

transition riseprimary input = slew risedriving cell(L, fall trans) (4.3)

transition fallprimary input = slew falldriving cell(L, rise trans) (4.4)

where slew risedriving cell() and slew falldriving cell() denote the rise and fall slew values

respectively as calculated from the lookup table for driving cell, and fall trans and

rise trans are the fall and rise transition respectively at the input of the driving cell.

The arrival time at the output of a cell given the arrival time at each of its input

pins is calculated by first calculating the arrival time for each timing arc from an input

pin to output time and then taking the maximum of all such arrival times. Also, the

corresponding transition times at the output pin are computed. The equations for this

calculation are given below. Here, index i represents that the arrival time or transition

for the output pin is for the arc from input pin i to that output pin. L represents output

load, delay rise, delay fall, slew rise, slew fall return values from the look-up tables in

the library. These equations are shown for a cell that has inverting timing arc relationship

between input pin and output pin.

AAT riseoutput(i) = AAT falli + delay rise(L, transition falli) (4.5)

AAT falloutput(i) = AAT risei + delay fall(L, transition risei) (4.6)
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transition riseoutput(i) = slew rise(L, transition falli) (4.7)

transition falloutput(i) = slew fall(L, transition risei) (4.8)

After the above calculation for each input pin i, the arrival time at the output pin is

computed as:

AAT riseoutput = max
i∈inputs

AAT riseoutput(i) (4.9)

AAT falloutput = max
i∈inputs

AAT falloutput(i) (4.10)

Similarly, the transition time for the output pin is computed to be the maximum of

transition times for each timing arc between its input pins and output pin.

The pseudocode for the calculation of actual arrival time for all the pins in the

design is depicted in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Calculation of Actual Arrival Time

1: procedure Calculate AAT(Design, Library)
2: Initialize arrival time for primary inputs using equations 4.1 and 4.2
3: Initialize arrival time for flip flop outputs using equations 4.5 and 4.6
4: for l← 1,max level do # l is topological ordering level
5: for each cell in level l do
6: Use equations 4.5 - 4.10 to calculate AAT at output of cell
7: end for
8: end for
9: end procedure

4.2.2 Calculation of Required Arrival Time

For calculating the required arrival time at each pin, first, the required arrival time at all

the primary output pins are computed. This is done as:

RAT riseoutput = clock period− output delay (4.11)

RAT falloutput = clock period− output delay (4.12)
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In the above equation, RAT riseoutput and RAT falloutput denote rise and fall required

arrival time respectively at primary output, and clock period denotes one cycle of the

clock period.

The required arrival time at the input pin of a cell is calculated by subtracting the

cell delay for the timing arc corresponding to that input pin and output, from the required

arrival time of the output pin. The equations for this calculation are given below. Here

index i represents the corresponding input pin, and L represents the output load. delay rise

and delay fall expressions signify the delay (rise/fall) for the timing arc from input pin i

to that output pin. L represents output load, delay rise, delay fall, slew rise, slew fall

return values from the look-up tables in the library. These equations are shown for a cell

that has inverting timing arc relationship between input pin and output pin.

RAT risei = RAT falloutput − delay fall(L, transition risei) (4.13)

RAT falli = RAT riseoutput − delay rise(L, transition falli) (4.14)

The required arrival time at the output pin of a cell is calculated as the minimum of

the required arrival times of all the cell pins in the fanout of that output pin. This is

represented in equations below:

RAT riseoutput = min
k∈fanout(output)

RAT risek (4.15)

RAT falloutput = min
k∈fanout(output)

RAT fallk (4.16)

In the above equations, k ∈ fanout(output) denotes all the input cell pins in the fanout of

the current output pin output.

The pseudocode for the calculation of required arrival time for all the pins in the

design is depicted in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Calculation of Required Arrival Time

1: procedure Calculate RAT(Design, Library)
2: Initialize required arrival time for primary outputs using equations 4.11 and 4.12
3: for l← max level, 1 do # l is topological ordering level
4: for each cell in level l do
5: Use equations 4.13 - 4.16 to calculate RAT for pins of cell
6: end for
7: end for
8: end procedure

4.2.3 Calculation of Slack

Finally, the rise and fall slack for a pin i is calculated as:

slack risei = RAT risei −AAT risei (4.17)

slack falli = RAT falli −AAT risei (4.18)

Figure 4.1: An example to depict calculation of slack during static timing analysis

A simple example to show calculation of slack during static timing analysis is shown

in Figure 4.1. Here, the numbers in parentheses indicate the topological ordering level of

cell. For the sake of simplicity, only one case of rise or fall slack is shown in the figure.

inp1 and inp2 are primary inputs, and out1 and out2 are primary outputs. Inside the

cell symbols, the numbers outside the parentheses indicate the delay of that cell. Assume
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the clock period to be 5 units. For each net, the actual arrival time and required arrival

time is indicated as AAT/RAT . The primary inputs have AAT of 0 units, and AAT is

propagated in topological order using max operator. For example, the AAT at output of

cell u5 is max(3 + 2, 1 + 2) equal to 5. Similarly, RAT is propagated in reverse topological

order using min operator. For example, RAT at output of cell u3 is min(5−1, 5−2) equal

to 3. The slack is then calculated as RAT −AAT .

4.3 Phase I: Initial Optimization

The timing-constrained power optimization problem is formulated in the framework of

Lagrangian Relaxation. The Langrangian relaxed subproblem is solved using a greedy

algorithm, and the Lagrangian dual problem is solved with the help of a modified

subgradient method proposed in [39].

4.3.1 Timing-Constrained Power Optimization using Lagrangian

Relaxation

Let vj denote jth node or cell in the design and power(vj) represent the leakage power of cell

vj . For simplicity, we will only consider leakage power optimization but it is straightforward

to extend the framework to consider dynamic power optimization also, if the activity factors

are given. The problem of minimizing total leakage power under timing constraints can be

formulated directly as

Minimize
∑
vj

αpower(vj)

Subject to arpo + dpo ≤ Tclk

afpo + dpo ≤ Tclk

afvi + drvi→vj ≤ a
r
vj

arvi + dfvi→vj ≤ a
f
vj (4.19)
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where Tclk is the clock period, arpo and afpo are the respective rise and fall arrival times of

primary output po, dpo is the output delay of primary output, arvi and afvi are the respective

rise and fall arrival times at output of cell vi, a
r
vj and afvj are the respective rise and fall

arrival times at output of cell vj . vi → vj represents the timing arc from output of cell vi

to output of cell vj , and drvi→vj and dfvi→vj represent the respective rise and fall delay for

the corresponding timing arc. α is a factor determining the relative importance of leakage

power. For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that the cells have only a negative unate

timing arc relationship between input and output pin. The procedure is straightforward

to consider cells with positive unate timing arcs.

Now, we introduce a Lagrangian multiplier µ for each timing constraint and obtain

the following Lagrangian Relaxed Subproblem (LRS).

Minimize Lµ(a) =
∑
vj

αpower(vj) +
∑
po

µrpo(a
r
po + dpo − Tclk)

+
∑
po

µfpo(a
f
po + dpo − Tclk)

+
∑
vi→vj

µrvi→vj (a
f
vi + drvi→vj − a

r
vj )

+
∑
vi→vj

µfvi→vj (a
r
vi + dfvi→vj − a

f
vj ) (4.20)

As specified in [3], at the optimal solution to the original constrained optimization

problem, the Lagrange multipliers must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality

conditions. These optimality conditions are specified below [3].

∑
po

µrpo +
∑
po

µfpo = 1 (4.21)

∑
vi∈fanin(vj)

µrvi→vj =
∑

vk∈fanout(vj)

µfvj→vk +
∑

po∈fanout(vj)

µrpo (4.22)

∑
vi∈fanin(vj)

µfvi→vj =
∑

vk∈fanout(vj)

µrvj→vk +
∑

po∈fanout(vj)

µfpo (4.23)
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The above optimality conditions can be used to simplify Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem as demonstrated in [3]. The simplified LRS is specified below.

Minimize Lµ(a) =
∑
vj

αpower(vj)

+
∑
vi→vj

µrvi→vjd
r
vi→vj

+
∑
vi→vj

µfvi→vjd
f
vi→vj (4.24)

There exists a set of Lagrange multipliers such that the optimal solution to the

Lagrangian relaxed subproblem is also an optimal solution to the original constrained

optimization problem [3]. Such a set of Lagrange multipliers is an optimal solution to the

Lagrangian Dual Problem (LDP). The LDP is:

Maximize min Lµ(a)

Subject to optimality conditions 4.21, 4.22, 4.23 are satisfied (4.25)

The pseudocode for the initial optimization phase is given in Algorithm 5. αglobal

is a factor determining the relative importance of leakage power. The value of αglobal is

modified in each iteration depending on the worst timing slack in the design. A negative

worst timing slack decreases the value of αglobal, while a positive worst timing slack increases

its value, thereby giving more importance to leakage minimization. The value of αglobal is

passed to the function that solves the Lagrangian relaxed subproblem, where it is used in

conjunction with the actual slack available at output of cell to determine the local value of

α. Also, it can be noted in the pseudocode that the value of αglobal is aggressively increased

if the worst timing slack is more than a threshold. The threshold is set to a positive value

of 100ps in our implementation, and helps to reduce the runtime of optimization without

affecting the final optimization results. In line 12 of the pseudocode, the Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem is solved, after which a static timing analysis is run and then the Lagrangian
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dual problem is solved. This is explained in more detail in subsequent sections. The

condition for the outer while loop (line 4) in our implementation is specified to be leakage

power improvement more than 0.1% over the last 10 iterations.

Algorithm 5 Phase I: Initial Optimization

1: procedure Gate Sizing Phase1(Design, Library)
2: Initialize Lagrange multipliers
3: Initialize αglobal
4: while leakage power improvement is more than a threshold do
5: max path delay ← Tclk − worst slack
6: slack factor ← Tclk

max path delay
7: if worst slack>threshold slack then
8: αglobal ← αglobal ∗ (slack factor)2

9: else
10: αglobal ← αglobal ∗ slack factor
11: end if
12: Optimize LRS(Design, Library, αglobal)
13: Static Timing Analysis(Design, Library)
14: Update Lagrange Multipliers(Design)
15: end while
16: end procedure

The initialization of Lagrangian multipliers (LM) is done by first setting rise and fall

LMs on primary outputs to be 1 in accordance with equation 4.21 and then traversing the

cells in reverse topological order to determine the rise and fall LMs for timing arcs of cells

according to equations 4.22 and 4.23. For a cell with multiple inputs, we simply divide the

sum of LMs for timing arcs corresponding to cell pins in fanout of output net of the cell,

by the number of input pins and then assign the values to the timing arcs corresponding

to each of the input pins.

4.3.2 Solving Lagrangian Relaxed Subproblem

The Lagrangian relaxed subproblem is solved with the help of a greedy algorithm, where

one cell is considered at a time and its effect of changing to a different cell type is evaluated

on its neighboring cells. The Lagrangian multipliers of different cell pins capture the global
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timing criticality and are used as weights while determining the cost of swapping a cell to

a different cell type. The neighboring cells which are considered for a cell include its

immediate fanin, immediate fanout and the sibling cells, that is, one which have the same

driver cell as the current cell. The pseudocode is detailed in Algorithm 6. The cells are

processed in topological order, and for each cell a local value of α is used which is obtained

by scaling the global value of α by the ratio of clock period to the path delay at the output

of cell. This means that cells which have positive slack strongly favor for low leakage cell

types, while the cells with negative slack strongly favor fast cell types. Of all the cell types

available for the cell, only legal ones are considered, that is, those that do not introduce

any new maximum load violation. To determine the cost of a cell type, a sum of delay

of all the timing arcs in neighborhood of current cell weighted by corresponding Lagrange

multipliers is taken, and then the cell type with minimum cost is selected and committed

to be the cell type of current cell. When all the cells of a topological ordering level have

been processed, the arrival time is updated for the cells of that level. This ensures that

the timing information stays up to date as the algorithm progresses to subsequent levels,

and at the same time does not involve the runtime cost of a full fledged timing analysis.

In order to determine the cost of a cell type, we only consider two most critical

sibling cells for each input pin net, and similarly, two most critical fanout cells while

determining the impact of substituting a different cell type. This does not cause any

significant degradation in result quality as determined in our experimental study, and at

the same time improves the efficiency of the algorithm. The criticality of a cell is determined

by the value of Lagrange multiplier of the timing arc corresponding to its input pin - the

higher the value, the more the criticality. Two most critical cells are considered rather

than just one, with the intuition that a cell with a slightly less critical value of Lagrange

multipliers may in turn actually become more critical if it has higher sensitivity to delay

variations. The critical cells on nets are determined by processing all the nets of the design

in the beginning of the procedure, where, topmost three cells in terms of value of Lagrange
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Algorithm 6 Solving Lagrangian Relaxed Subproblem

1: procedure Optimize LRS(Design, Library, αglobal)
2: Determine critical cells on nets using Lagrange multipliers
3: for l← 1,max level do # l is topological ordering level
4: for each cell vj in level l do
5: cell path delay ← Tclk − output pin slack
6: cell slack factor ← Tclk

cell path delay

7: αlocal ← αglobal ∗ (cell slack factor)2

8: for each legal celltype of cell do
9: celltype cost← αlocal ∗ power(celltype)

footprint maxpower
10: for each vi ∈ fanin(vj) do
11: for each vh ∈ fanin(vi) do
12: celltype cost← celltype cost+ µrvh→vid

r
vh→vi + µfvh→vid

f
vh→vi

13: end for
14: for each vm ∈ critical sibling(vj) do
15: celltype cost← celltype cost+ µrvi→vmd

r
vi→vm + µfvi→vmd

f
vi→vm

16: end for
17: celltype cost← celltype cost+ µrvi→vjd

r
vi→vj + µfvi→vjd

f
vi→vj

18: end for
19: for each vk ∈ critical fanout(vj) do
20: celltype cost← celltype cost+ µrvj→vkd

r
vj→vk + µfvj→vkd

f
vj→vk

21: end for
22: end for
23: Substitute celltype with minimum celltype cost
24: end for
25: Update arrival time for level l
26: end for
27: end procedure
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multipliers on their timing arcs are saved. This is easily done in a runtime linear in terms

of all the cell pins in the design. Hence, the overall algorithm to solve Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem does not have any dependency on the fanout of the design in terms of its worst

case complexity. It is worth mentioning here that in realistic designs, the fanout can be

arbitrarily large on many nets.

A similar framework for solving the Lagrangian relaxed subproblem is also presented

in [18], but there, the authors use it for a different objective, namely, to find the solution

for highest performance design, and there are many other important differences in the

algorithm.

Figure 4.2: An example to show effect of substituting a different cell type of a cell

In order to elucidate our algorithm, consider an example presented in Figure 4.2

showing the effect of substituting a different cell type for a cell on its immediate neighbors.

For the sake of clarity, same convention is used for the cell names as in the pseudocode

for Algorithm 6. Cell vj is the current cell for which the effect of substituting a different

cell type is evaluated. Cells vi1 and vi2 are the immediate fanin, cells vm1 and vm2 are

critical siblings, and cells vk1 and vk2 are the critical fanout. Cells vh1, vh2, vh3 and vh4

are shown in the figure just to depict the timing arcs for delay computation of immediate
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fanin. Since, a different cell type for cell vj may have different input capacitance, the delay

for immediate fanin must be calculated taking into account the updated load capacitance.

Similarly, the effect of updated slew values at the input pins of cell vj must be taken into

account while calculating cost components represented by current, sibling and fanout cells

for the new cell type. The cost expression for a new cell type of cell vj is shown below in

equation 4.26.

celltype cost = αlocal ∗
power(celltype)

footprint maxpower

+µrvh1→vi1d
r
vh1→vi1 + µfvh1→vi1d

f
vh1→vi1

+µrvh2→vi1d
r
vh2→vi1 + µfvh2→vi1d

f
vh2→vi1

+µrvh3→vi2d
r
vh3→vi2 + µfvh3→vi2d

f
vh3→vi2

+µrvh4→vi2d
r
vh4→vi2 + µfvh4→vi2d

f
vh4→vi2

+µrvi1→vm1
drvi1→vm1

+ µfvi1→vm1
dfvi1→vm1

+µrvi2→vm2
drvi2→vm2

+ µfvi2→vm2
dfvi2→vm2

+µrvi1→vjd
r
vi1→vj + µfvi1→vjd

f
vi1→vj

+µrvi2→vjd
r
vi2→vj + µfvi2→vjd

f
vi2→vj

+µrvj→vk1d
r
vj→vk1 + µfvj→vk1d

f
vj→vk1

+µrvj→vk2d
r
vj→vk2 + µfvj→vk2d

f
vj→vk2 (4.26)

4.3.2.1 Multithreading

In our implementation, we use multiple threads for solving Lagrangian relaxed

subproblem. As already mentioned, in our initial sizing, we remove all the maximum

capacitance violations, and then ensure not to introduce any maximum capacitance

violation during optimization by pre-validating a cell type prior to substitution. For

multithreading, we concurrently process the cells in a given topological ordering level in
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Algorithm 6, and to take care of maximum capacitance violations, each cell acquires locks

for input pin nets while it is being processed so that more than one thread cannot

concurrently process cells which share an input pin net. Since, a given cell takes only a

small amount of time for processing, the amount of waiting that may occur for a thread,

trying to acquire lock for an input pin net, is very small. We do not acquire any lock for

output pin net, since change in a cell type only changes the capacitance on its input pin

nets.

4.3.3 Solving Lagrangian Dual Problem

We use the modified subgradient method proposed in [39] to solve the Lagrangian dual

problem. In the traditional subgradient method, a single global step size is used to decide

the new values of Lagrange multipliers. However, [39] introduces a modified subgradient

method that is more sensitive to local delay information and employs a dampening factor

that is dependent on local delay information. The steps for this are mentioned in

pseudocode for Algorithm 7.

After the new values of Lagrange multipliers have been determined for all timing arcs

in the design, equations 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 are used to make the Lagrange multipliers satisfy

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions while traversing the cells in reverse topological

order. In the pseudocode, lines 2 to 9 determine the new values of Lagrange multipliers

according to local delay information, and lines 10 to 14 further modify these Lagrange

multipliers to impose Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions.

4.3.4 Handling Maximum Slew Constraints

In our implementation, we do not explicitly handle the maximum slew constraints specified

in library. This is because as the optimization flow progresses and the timing violations

are resolved, the maximum slew constraints automatically get satisfied. The maximum

slew constraint in our benchmarks is at a value of 300 ps. However, if there is a stringent
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Algorithm 7 Updating Lagrangian Multipliers

1: procedure Update Lagrange Multipliers(Design)
2: for each primary output po do

3: µrpo ← µrpo ∗
arpo
Tclk

4: µfpo ← µfpo ∗
afpo
Tclk

5: end for
6: for each timing arc vi → vj do

7: µrvi→vj ← µrvi→vj ∗
afvi

arvj−d
r
vi→vj

8: µfvi→vj ← µfvi→vj ∗
arvi

afvj−d
f
vi→vj

9: end for
10: for l← max level, 1 do # l is topological ordering level
11: for each cell in level l do
12: Impose Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions using equations 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23
13: end for
14: end for
15: end procedure

requirement of maximum slew constraint, it can be easily incorporated in our flow, by

validating the output pin and input pin slew values for a cell type prior to substitution.

4.4 Phase II: Power Recovery

In the timing-feasible and power-optimized solution found after initial optimization in

Phase I, there may still exist some cells which have residual positive slack available. In the

Phase II optimization, we further recover power from such cells by either downsizing them

or upscaling to a higher threshold voltage.

The pseudocode for the power recovery procedure is described in Algorithm 8. The

condition for the outer while loop (line 2) in our implementation is specified to be leakage

power improvement more than 0.1% over the last 10 iterations. num paths and worst LM

respectively indicate the number of timing paths through a cell and the worst Lagrange

multiplier over all timing arcs of a cell. We use the product num paths ∗ worst LM to
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judge the timing criticality of a cell, and hence process the cells in increasing order of

this product. We only consider cell downsizing so as not to have any timing impact on

the sibling cells due to increase in input capacitance. Also, we consider a cell to be a

candidate for downsizing only if it is not the lowest leakage power type. To determine the

best cell type for a cell, we calculate a sensitivity function which is the ratio of leakage

power improvement to the worst timing slack degradation from its current value. The

estimation of worst timing slack degradation at output pin of cell can be expressed as

below in equation 4.27, as also shown in [18]. Here, ∆slack refers to worst timing slack

degradation from its current value. The expressions in the equation are in reference to

Figure 4.2.

∆slackr(vj) = max(max(∆dfvh1→vi1 ,∆d
f
vh2→vi1) + ∆drvi1→vj ,

max(∆dfvh3→vi2 ,∆d
f
vh4→vi2) + ∆drvi2→vj )

+max(∆dfvj→vk1 ,∆d
f
vj→vk2)

∆slackf (vj) = max(max(∆drvh1→vi1 ,∆d
r
vh2→vi1) + ∆dfvi1→vj ,

max(∆drvh3→vi2 ,∆d
r
vh4→vi2) + ∆dfvi2→vj )

+max(∆drvj→vk1 ,∆d
r
vj→vk2)

∆slack(vj) = max(∆slackr(vj),∆slackf (vj)) (4.27)

After swapping a cell to a new cell type, we mark out all cells in the fanin and fanout

cone of the current cell to false using breadth first search (BFS), so as to only process those

cells in a given iteration that don’t have timing impact on each other. This idea is also used

in [9]. Although, the timing slack degradation estimation procedure introduced above has

some optimism in it, as it includes the impact of slew change to only one level of fanout,

in our experimental study we find the result to differ from actual value by a very small

amount. After processing all the swappable cells in given iteration, if any timing violation
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is discovered after a static timing analysis, we swap back the cell to its original cell type.

Before the start of a new iteration, we update the values of Lagrange multipliers according

to the result of static timing analysis. It is worth mentioning here, that we do not tolerate

any timing violation or maximum load violation or slew violation during the entire phase

II optimization.

Algorithm 8 Phase II: Power Recovery

1: procedure Gate Sizing Phase2(Design, Library)
2: while leakage power improvement is more than a threshold do
3: Sort cells by num paths ∗ worst LM in increasing order
4: Set cell status← true for all cells
5: for each cell in sorted cell list in increasing order do
6: if cell status = false then
7: Skip cell
8: end if
9: Select a legal celltype for cell that maximizes −∆power(celltype)

∆slack(celltype)
10: Run BFS from cell forward, cell status← false for all discovered cells
11: Run BFS from cell backward, cell status← false for all discovered cells
12: end for
13: Static Timing Analysis(Design, Library)
14: if timing violation at output of a changed cell then
15: Swap back cell to original celltype
16: end if
17: Update Lagrange Multipliers(Design)
18: end while
19: end procedure

In order to mention here for the sake of completion, the number of timing paths

through a cell is calculated as the product of fanin paths and fanout paths. Fanin paths

for cells are calculated in one pass over the entire design by traversing the cells in forward

topological order starting from primary inputs. First, the fanin paths for primary inputs

are initialized to one, and then, for every following cell in the topological order, the fanin

path count is calculated to be the sum of the fanin paths through all the cells driving its

input pins. Similarly, the fanout paths for cells are calculated by traversing the cells in

reverse topological order starting from primary outputs. The fanout path count for a cell
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is the sum of the fanout paths through all the cells in the fanout of the current cell.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

Our gate sizing algorithm is implemented in C++ and compiled with g++ 4.1.2. Intel

Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [14] version 4.1 is used for multithreading. For

experimental study, we use the ISPD (International Symposium on Physical Design) 2012

benchmark suite [26] and the validation is done on a 2 socket 6-core Intel Xeon X5650

machine with 2.66 GHz clock speed and 64 GB memory, running 32 bit Linux. Our

implementation has a built-in timer to run static timing analysis that uses capacitive

modeling for the lumped capacitance interconnects used in the benchmark circuits. The

results of static timing analysis are found to be accurate in comparison with Synopsys

Primetime [38].

5.1 Benchmarks and Experimental Validation

A description of the benchmarks is given in Table 5.1.

For all the benchmarks, the leakage power obtained after end of initial sizing, phase I

optimization and phase II optimization are presented in Table 5.2. The wall clock runtime

in hours is also reported for both phase I and phase II optimization. The runtime for

initial sizing is reported along with that of phase I optimization. It should be noted that
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Table 5.1: Description of benchmarks

Name Inputs Outputs
Comb. Seq. Total Clock
Cells Cells Cells (ps)

DMA slow 683 276 23109 2192 25301 900

DMA fast 683 276 23109 2192 25301 770

pci bridge32 slow 160 201 29844 3359 33203 720

pci bridge32 fast 160 201 29844 3359 33203 660

des perf slow 234 140 102427 8802 111229 900

des perf fast 234 140 102427 8802 111229 735

vga lcd slow 85 99 147812 17079 164891 700

vga lcd fast 85 99 147812 17079 164891 610

b19 slow 22 25 212674 6594 219268 2500

b19 fast 22 25 212674 6594 219268 2100

leon3mp slow 254 79 540352 108839 649191 1800

leon3mp fast 254 79 540352 108839 649191 1500

netcard slow 1836 10 860949 97831 958780 1900

netcard fast 1836 10 860949 97831 958780 1200

the solutions reported in the table after only initial sizing do have timing violations and

are free of only maximum load and maximum slew violations.

For the final solutions, the cell type usage statistics w.r.t. different threshold

voltages, namely, fast, medium and slow are given in Table 5.3. The percentages are

calculated out of total combinational cells in the design which have been previously

reported in Table 5.1.

Our reported final solutions have been verified by the official contest evaluation

scripts released as part of ISPD 2012 contest benchmark suite [26]. Also, we have verified

with Synopsys Primetime [38] that the solutions have no timing, maximum load or

maximum slew violations.
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Table 5.2: Leakage power and wall clock runtime on benchmarks

Name
Leakage Power (W) Wallclock Runtime (hours)

Initial Sizing Phase I Phase II Phase I Phase II Total

DMA slow 0.071 0.197 0.179 0.17 0.03 0.20

DMA fast 0.071 0.492 0.434 0.13 0.07 0.20

pci bridge32 slow 0.062 0.180 0.162 0.10 0.05 0.15

pci bridge32 fast 0.062 0.336 0.263 0.08 0.10 0.18

des perf slow 0.258 0.757 0.679 0.21 0.27 0.48

des perf fast 0.258 2.434 2.189 0.33 0.45 0.78

vga lcd slow 0.301 0.402 0.364 0.60 0.17 0.77

vga lcd fast 0.301 0.632 0.496 0.28 0.42 0.70

b19 slow 0.518 0.624 0.610 1.33 0.30 1.63

b19 fast 0.518 1.127 1.061 1.45 0.42 1.87

leon3mp slow 1.307 1.374 1.355 4.22 0.53 4.75

leon3mp fast 1.307 1.853 1.775 3.09 1.43 4.52

netcard slow 1.760 1.765 1.762 2.49 0.23 2.72

netcard fast 1.760 1.982 1.928 4.75 1.12 5.87

5.2 Comparison and Analysis of Results

A comparison of the leakage power with the ISPD 2012 contest winner is given in Table 5.4.

We observe that our algorithm improves the leakage power as compared to the contest

winner on 13 out of 14 benchmarks. At the same time, we are able to achieve feasible

solutions on all of the benchmarks, where as the contest winner has one infeasible solution.

The average improvement in leakage power is observed to be 17.21%, and a maximum

improvement of 60.85% is seen. For calculation of average improvement, we have ignored

the benchmark with infeasible solution.

We also observe significant runtime improvement as compared to the contest winner,

87.92% on average. Again, for average calculation, we have ignored the benchmark where

the contest winner has infeasible solution. For fair runtime comparison, we have tried to

validate on a machine with same specification (e.g. number of CPU sockets and cores) as
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Table 5.3: Cell type usage for final solutions w.r.t. different threshold voltages, namely,
fast, medium and slow

Name
Cell Type Count Cell Type Percentage

Fast Medium Slow Fast Medium Slow

DMA slow 7 393 22709 0.03 1.70 98.27

DMA fast 180 2037 20892 0.78 8.81 90.41

pci bridge32 slow 409 1109 28326 1.37 3.72 94.91

pci bridge32 fast 1048 926 27870 3.51 3.10 93.39

des perf slow 59 677 101691 0.06 0.66 99.28

des perf fast 1058 22711 78658 1.03 22.17 76.79

vga lcd slow 199 1035 146578 0.13 0.70 99.17

vga lcd fast 1124 2108 144580 0.76 1.43 97.81

b19 slow 56 1457 211161 0.03 0.69 99.29

b19 fast 2419 5092 205163 1.14 2.39 96.47

leon3mp slow 90 574 539688 0.02 0.11 99.88

leon3mp fast 1105 4663 534584 0.20 0.86 98.93

netcard slow 0 0 860949 0.00 0.00 100.00

netcard fast 378 1668 858903 0.04 0.19 99.76
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Table 5.4: Leakage power and wall clock runtime comparison with ISPD 2012 contest
winner. “—” indicates an infeasible solution.

Name

Leakage Power (W) Wallclock Runtime (hours)
Contest

Our Savings
Contest

Our Savings
Winner

Algorithm (%)
Winner

Algorithm (%)
[26] [26]

DMA slow 0.205 0.179 12.68 2.16 0.20 90.74

DMA fast 0.511 0.434 15.07 1.72 0.20 88.37

pci bridge32 slow 0.203 0.162 20.20 2.26 0.15 93.36

pci bridge32 fast 0.512 0.263 48.63 1.79 0.18 89.94

des perf slow 0.674 0.679 -0.74 7 0.48 93.14

des perf fast 2.390 2.189 8.41 7 0.78 88.86

vga lcd slow 0.415 0.364 12.29 9 0.77 91.44

vga lcd fast 0.758 0.496 34.56 9 0.70 92.22

b19 slow 0.627 0.610 2.71 11 1.63 85.18

b19 fast 2.710 1.061 60.85 11 1.87 83.00

leon3mp slow 1.420 1.355 4.58 20 4.75 76.25

leon3mp fast — 1.775 — — 4.52 —

netcard slow 1.770 1.762 0.45 29 2.72 90.62

netcard fast 2.010 1.928 4.08 29 5.87 79.76

Average 17.21 87.92
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in the ISPD 2012 contest, however, our machine has lower CPU clock speed and memory.

For the first phase of optimizations, our implementation is multithreaded and as

compared to our serial implementation of the first phase, we have observed a speed up of 4

to 9 times for different benchmarks in our experimental study. The highest improvements

are mainly observed for bigger benchmarks.

The initial sizing leakage power results reported in Table 5.2 do not have any

maximum load or maximum slew violations, and thus can be seen as electrically-feasible

solutions. On comparing our final leakage power results to these initial sizing leakage

power results, we observe that for some benchmarks e.g. netcard slow, the results are

quite close. This may give us an idea that for these benchmarks, the final leakage power

results are close to optimal.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work, we discussed a two-phase gate sizing optimization algorithm based on the

framework of Lagrangian Relaxation, where the first phase uses a greedy algorithm to

solve the Lagrangian relaxed subproblem and in the second phase, a cell downsizing and Vt

upscaling heuristic is employed to further recover leakage power from the solution obtained

from first phase. Experimental study indicated that our gate sizing algorithm provides

better leakage power results on average as compared to the ISPD 2012 contest winner,

with significantly improved runtime.

As a future work, we would like to evaluate our algorithm while taking into account

dynamic power consumption of the circuit and modeling the interconnect as a realistic RC

tree instead of lumped capacitance.
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